




Cole lay frozen by feat.A sobering power had attacked 
the earth. This power made the bear's attack seem gentle. 
('No more! No more!" he moaned. "Please, no more!" 

But there was more. The· storm raged on as Cole lay 
trembling, his eyes frantic. The explosion had shocked his 
mind a.wake. Never in his life had he felt so exposed, so 
vulnerable, so helpless. He had. no control. To this· storm, _ 
he was as insignificant as a leaf. Cole · blinked in stunn_ed 
realization, He had always been this weak. How could he 
have ever thought he truly controlled anything? 

The acid electrical smell burned his nose and mixed 
with the smell of wet vomit· on the ground. Cole swal
lowed hard to keep from throwing upagain as the storm 
kept attacking the sky and earth around him, 

Finally the wind lost its fury, and the sky ran out of 
- rain. The thunder subsided, rumbling back and forth across 
the sky; searching for someplace else to go. Cole swallowed 
the· taste of bile in his throat and listened to the rumbling 
overhead.Then once more he lost consciousness. 

When he awoke next, the rain had stopped. Vaguely, 
he could make O)lt the big spruce tree lying on the ground 
only feet away from where he lay. Moment by moment·, he 
sorted out what had happened during the storm.Lightning 
had struck the tree. The splitting sound, the thunderous·· 
impact, the splintering and bits ofbranches showering him, 
ill had happened when the huge tree crashed to earth. 

Cole gazed up at the night sky; A bright full moon 
drifted ghostlike among the broken clouds. The tortured 
air. had calmed but still shifted back and forth. Cole felt 
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desperately weak. Fighting to survive, he could stay here a 
short while longer. Giving Up, he could pass quickly over 
the edge. Which way did he want to go? He clenched his 
teeth against the pain and despair. Which way did he want 
to go? 

Cole focused his blurred vision on the full moon. It 
helped him to remain on this side. As he stared, he puzzled 
at. the . moon's shape. Something in that hazy shape held 
meaning. Edwin had said something abm1t a circle. So had 
Garvey. What had they said? Cole could not remember,. 
but he kept staring up. 

Later, Cole flopped his head to the side. He could make 
out the bay and_ see moonlight reflecting against one shore. 
The shoreline faded into darkness in the shadow of the · 
trees. Seeing no sign of the Spirit Bear, Cole returned his 
attention to the fallen tree beside him. 

That was when he remembered the baby sparrows. He 
tried to make out where they might be now among the 
fallen and . twisted branches. He squinted harder, but ill 
he saw was black.What had happened to the baby birds? 

Mustering ill his strength, he raised his head, and with 
a weak and pinched. voice he called into the darkened 
branches, "Are you okay?" 
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